Dear Parents,

The students are eagerly awaiting our excursion to Chesterfield Farm next Wednesday 1st May. All Prep Students need to be at school promptly at 9am next Wednesday morning. The bus to Chesterfield Farm will depart shortly after and return to school in adequate time for a normal 3:30pm dismissal. Permission slips must be signed and returned in order for students to attend this excursion. If you have yet to return your child’s permission this must be done on Monday.

Students are required to wear school uniform to the excursion. We recommend that you keep an eye on the weather over the weekend so that students are appropriately dressed for the excursion (eg. they may need coats and gumboots if it’s cold and wet). We ask that you ensure that all articles of clothing your child wears is clearly labelled on the day.

Students should bring their lunch and snack in their normal named lunchbox and a full named drink bottle. We suggest that snack foods that require spoons for consumption be avoided on Wednesday where possible.

Thank you to all those parents who have offered to assist with our excursion. Classroom teachers have spoken with those parents who will be assisting with the excursion. We look forward to a great day with the Preps.

Best wishes,

Bec, Emma, Alana and Sue.